Updated to change the effective date to July 9, 2019.

Effective Tuesday, July 9, 2019, the NWS Ocean Prediction Center (OPC) in College Park, MD, will convert legacy .shtml webpages to .php format. No webpages are being removed with this change; only the filename is changing. For each .shtml webpage, users will see the same content after it is changed to the php format.

For example, 
https://ocean.weather.gov/fax_schedules.shtml
will become:
https://ocean.weather.gov/fax_schedules.php

The converted webpage will show the same information.

This change will make website maintenance and future development more efficient and sustainable for OPC.

If users reach a discontinued .shtml webpage, the corresponding .php page name and hyperlink will be suggested to them so they may update their bookmarks, if needed.

Prior to July 9, 2019, all .shtml pages on the OPC website will have a notice that indicates the .shtml page will be changing to .php on the specified date.

The full list of .shtml pages that are being converted to .php pages follows:

aboutrss.shtml
Accomplishments.shtml
AK_tab.shtml
articles/quikscat.shtml
Atl_include_analysis.shtml
Atl_include_graphical_forecasts.shtml